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1. Introduction and Preliminaries 
Throughout the paper, (S,X) denotes a transformation 

semigroup, i.e., a semigroup S endowed with a 
topology, a topological space X, and an action 

 such that  for all 
 and . If T is a subsemigroup of S and Y is 

a T-invariant subspace of X (i.e., , we then call 
(T,Y) a sub-transformation semigroup of (S,X). (T,Y) is 
said to be dense in (S,X) if both T is dense in S and Y is 
dense in X. 

XXSsxxs →×→ :),( xsttxs )()( =
Sts ∈, Xx∈

)YTY ⊆

For , we define the translation maps 

   and  

by  and . We say 

(S,X) is left topological if  and  are continuous for 
all , right topological if  and  are 
continuous for all , 

XxSts ∈∈ ,,

,: SSs →λ ,: SSs →ρ XXs →:λ& XSx →:ρ&

)()( sstt ts ρλ == )()( ssxx xs ρλ && ==

sλ sλ&

Ss∈ sρ xρ&
Ss∈ Xx∈ , semitopological if 

(S,X) is both left and right topological, topological if the 
multiplication in S and the action of S on X are 
continuous. (S,X) is said to be compact (resp. 
Hausdorff) if so are both S and X. 

 
 

Keywords: Semitopological transformation semigroup; Ad-
missible pair of function spaces; Universal compactification 

For example, if  is the semigroup (under 
composition) of selfmaps of a topological space X (with 
the topology of pointwise convergence on X), then 
under the natural action  (S,X) is a right 
topological transformation semigroup, and (T,Y) is a 
semitopological sub-transformation semigroup of (S,X), 
where T = {s∈S :  is continuous} and Y is any 
T-invariant subspace of X. 

XXS =:

),(),( xsxs →

sλ&

The general approach to the theory of semigroup 
compactification is based on the Gelfand-Naimark 
theory of commutative C*-algebras. Consequently, 
compactifications of a semitopological transformation 
semigroup (S,X) appear as pairs of the spectra of certain 
C*-algebras of functions on S and X respectively, such 
that the first spectrum as a semigroup acts on the second 
one. Almost (and weakly almost), periodic compacti-
fications of (S,X) are studied in Junghenn [5], and 
Pourabdollah [7]. 

The literature on harmonic analysis on transformation 
semigroups is in fact very limited. The main reason, we 
believe, lies in the scarcity of concrete non-trivial 
examples of transformation semigroups. As far as we 
know, Berglund and Hofmann [1] is the first major 
work dealing with harmonic analysis on transformation 
semigroups. Milnes [6] provides some strong results 
which, in particular, show the nature of some well-
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known transformation groups and transformation 
semigroups in connection with weak almost periodicity. 
The pioneering work of Ellis [3] provides a substantial 
introduction to algebraic and topological properties of 
transformation groups. 

The reader may notice that we have touched the 
subject of transformation semigroup compactification in 
its most general form. Naturally, one would expect to 
obtain much sharper results under some additional 
conditions; such as, local compactness of S and/or X, or 
in the transformation group setting. We hope to deal 
with these special cases in a forthcoming paper. 

For notation and terminology we shall follow 
Berglund et al. [2], as far as possible. 

By a homomorphism from (S,X) into a transformation 
semigroup (T,Y) we mean a pair  where ),( ψφ

TS →:φ  is a semigroup homomorphism and 
YX →:ψ  is a map with the property )()()( xssx ψφψ =  

for each  and . In this case,  is 
a sub-transformation semigroup of (T,Y). We say  
is one-to-one (resp. onto) if so are both 

Ss∈ Xx∈ )(),(( XS ψφ
),( ψφ

φ  and ψ . A 
transformation semigroup homomorphism that is one-
to-one and onto is called an isomorphism.  is said 
to be continuous if so are 

),( ψφ
φ  and ψ . 

 
2. Transformation Semigroups of Means 

Let  denote the C)(XC *-algebra of all bounded 
continuous complex-valued functions on X. Recall that 
for a linear subspace F of , the space  )(XC =)(FM

}1)1(:{ ==∈ ∗ μμμ F  of means on F is convex and 
weak*-compact in ∗F , the evaluation map →X:δ  

, defined for all  by  is 
weak*-continuous, the convex hull co( ) of  
is dense in , the convex circled hull cco( ) 
of  is dense in the closed unit ball of 

)(FM F∈f )())(( xffx =δ
)(Xδ )(Xδ

)(FM )(Xδ
)(Xδ ∗F , and ∗F  

is the closed linear span of . If F is also an 
algebra, the space MM(F ) of multiplicative means on F 
(=the spectrum of F ) is compact, and  is dense in 
MM(F ). We denote MM(C (X)) by βX. 

)(Xδ

)(Xδ

For  and , we consider the translation 
operators  and  on ;  

and  on C (X) (here * denotes the dual ma-

pping; for example , for each , 

and so forth). Trivially , , 

. 

Ss∈ Xx∈
∗= ssL λ ∗= ssR ρ )(SC ∗= )(L ss λ&&

∗= )( xxR ρ&&

ss ff λλ &o& =∗ )( )(Xf C∈

stst LLL &&& = xssx RRR && =

sxxsL LRR &&&& =
A subset F of  (resp. H of ) is called 

translation invariant if  (resp.  

)(SC )(XC

FFF ⊆∪ ss RL ⊆HsL&

H ) for all Ss∈ . 
In what follows, let )(SCF ⊆  and )(XCH ⊆  be 

translation invariant C*-subalgebras, containing the 
constant functions, and let  for all FH ⊆xR& Xx∈ . For 

 and  we define the maps  and  on 

F,  and  on H by 

∗∈Fμ ∗∈Hη μT μU

ηT& μU& )()( fLsfT sμμ = , =)(sfU μ  

, , and , 

where 

)( fRsμ )L())(T( hsh s
&& ηη = )R())(U( hxh x

&& μμ =

Ss∈ , Xx∈ , , . These are 

bounded linear operators, and , , 

, , ,  

, where  and 

F∈f H∈h

xx RT )(
&& =δ ηη TLT &&&

ss L=

sRsR o
&&
ηη TT = ss LU )(

&& =ε μμ URR &&&
xxU = =sLU &&

μ

sLo
&
μU )(: FMS →ε )(: HMX →δ  

denote the evaluation maps (see [2]). 
We call the pair (F,H ) left (resp. right) m-admissible 

if the inclusions  and  (resp. 

 and ) hold for all multiplicative 

means μ on F and η on H . (F,H ) is called m-admissible 
if it is both left and right m-admissible. 

FF ⊆μT FH ⊆ηT&

FF ⊆μU HH ⊆μU&

Let (F,H ) be a left (resp. right) m-admissible pair of 
C*-algebras for (S,X). For each , we 
define 

∗∗ ∈∈ HF ηημ ,,

ημμη To=:  (resp. μηημ Uo=∗ : ) on F, and 

 (resp. ) on H , and obtain a 

multiplication  (resp. 
ημημ T. &o= μηημ U&o& =∗

μννμ →),( νμ ∗ ) in ∗F , and an 
action ημημ .),( →  (resp. ) of the semigroup ημ ∗& ∗F  
on . ∗H

The following theorem describes the basic structure 
of transformation semigroup compactifications. The 
proof is essentially the same as that of the semigroup 
case (see [2; 2.2.11(ii)]). 
Theorem 2.1. Let (S,X) be right (resp. left) topological. 
If (F,H ) is a left (resp. right) m-admissible pair of C*-
algebras for (S,X) then with respect to the weak* 
topology, the multiplication  (resp. 

), and the action 
μννμ →),(

νμνμ ∗→),( ημημ .),( →  (resp. 
), (MM(F ), MM(H )) is a compact right 

(resp. left) topological transformation semigroup, 
 is a dense semitopological sub-

transformation semigroup of (MM(F ), MM(H )), and 

ημημ ∗→ &),(

))(),(( XS δε

))(),((),(:),( HF MMMMXS →δε  is a continuous 
homomorphism. 

 

3. Transformation Semigroup 
Compactifications 

We define a right (resp. left) topological compac-
tification of a semitopological (S,X) as a pair  
(T,Y)), where (T,Y) is a compact Hausdorff right (resp. 

),,(( ψφ
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left) topological transformation semigroup, and  
 is a continuous homomorphism such 

that 

:),( ψφ
),(),( YTXS →

))(),(( XS ψφ  is a dense semitopological sub-
transformation semigroup of (T,Y). 

Let   and  be right 
(resp. left) topological compactifications of (S,X). If 

 and  are continuous functions 
such that  and  (it follows easily that 

 is a continuous homomorphism of  onto 
), then  is called a homomorphism of 

 onto 

),,(( ψφ )),( YT ),,(( ψφ ′′ )),( YT ′′

TT ′→:π YY ′→:γ
φφπ ′=o ψψγ ′=o

),( γπ ),( YT
),( YT ′′ ),( γπ
),,(( ψφ )),( YT ),,(( ψφ ′′ )),( YT ′′ . If such a 

homomorphism exists then it is unique, and we say that 
 is an extension of ),,(( ψφ )),( YT ),,(( ψφ ′′ )),( YT ′′ . If 

 is also one-to-one then it is an isomorphism of 
compactifications. 

),( γπ

Let P be a property of compactifications of (S,X). A 
P-compactification of (S,X) is a compactification of 
(S,X) having the property P. A P-compactification of 
(S,X) that is an extension of every P-compactification of 
(S,X) is called a universal P-compactification of (S,X). 

By the inclusion  we mean 
 and . In particular  

means  and . 

),(),( 2211 HFHF ⊆

21 FF ⊆ 21 HH ⊆ ),(),( 2211 HFHF =

21 FF = 21 HH =

Theorem 3.1. Let (S,X) be semitopological. 
(i) There is a one-to-one correspondence between 

right topological compactifications of (S,X) and left m-
admissible pairs of C*-algebras for (S,X). 

(ii) If  is a left m-admissible pairs of C*-
algebras for (S,X), and  its corres-
ponding right topological compactification of (S,X), 
i = 1,2, then  is an extension of 

 if and only if . 
Hence =  if and only 
if . 

),( ii HF
)),(),,(( iiii YTψφ

)),(),,(( 1111 YTψφ
)),(),,(( 2222 YTψφ ),(),( 2211 HFHF ⊇

)),(),,(( 1111 YTψφ )),(),,(( 2222 YTψφ
),(),( 2211 HFHF =

Similar conclusions hold for dual versions of (i) and 
(ii). 
Proof. (i) Let  be a right topological 
compactification of (S,X). Since  is an isometric 
*-isomorphism,  is a C*-subalgebra of 

C (X), and the identity  implies that 

H is translation invariant. Let  and  be 
a net X such that  in weak* topology. By the 
compactness of Y, we may assume that 

)),(),,(( YTψφ
∗ψ

)(: YCH ∗=ψ

)(LL ss φψψ &oo& ∗∗ =

)(HMM∈η }{ αx
ηδ α →)(x

=:y  

 exists in Y. Now the identity  

 together with the fact that  for 

each α, imply that  

. Since  we 

have . On 
the other hand, an argument similar to [2; 3.1.7] shows 
that F is left m-admissible in the usual (semigroup) 
case. Therefore, we see that (F,H ) is a left m-admissible 
pair of C*-algebras for (S,X). Conversely, if (F,H ) is a 
left m-admissible pair of C*-algebras for (S,X), then by 
Theorem 2.1 

)(lim ααψ x =∗ψo&
xR

)(R xψφ &o∗
ααδ xx RT )(

&& =

=== ∗∗∗ ψψψ
αα αδαη xx RlimTlimT )(

&&&

yx RRlim )(
&o&o ∗∗ =φφ

αψα )()(R TYy CC ⊆&

FCCCH =⊆== ∗∗∗ )()(R)(TT TYY y φφψηη
&o&&

))(),((),,((:)),(),,(( HF MMMMYT δεψφ =  
is a right topological compactification of (S,X) such that 

. It is unique up to isomor-
phism, and is denoted by . 

),())(),(( HFCC =∗∗ YT ψφ
)),(),,(( HF XSδε

(ii) Let  from onto  
 be a homomorphism of right topological com-

pactifications, then   
 

),( 21 ππ )),(),,(( 1111 YTψφ ),,(( 22 ψφ
)),( 22 YT

)),((),( 2222 TCHF ∗= φ ∗∗ = 122 ())( φψ YC

).,())(),(()))(()),(( 11111122121 HFCCCC =⊆ ∗∗∗∗∗ YTYT ψφπψπ
Conversely, if  and , then  

 and  are C*-algebra iso-
morphisms of  into  and  into , 
respectively. It is a well-known fact that these C*-
algebra homomorphisms are induced by continuous 
mappings  and  such that  

 and , (see [2; 2.1.20]). Then  and 
, which implies  and . 

Therefore,  is an extension of  
.□ 

12 FF ⊆ 12 HH ⊆ =:1V
∗−∗
2

1
1 )( φφ o ∗−∗= 2

1
12 )(: ψψ oV

)( 2TC )( 1TC )( 2YC )( 1YC

211: TT →π 212 : YY →π =∗1π

1V 22 V=∗π ∗∗∗ = 211 φπφ o
∗∗∗ = 221 ψπψ o 211 φφπ =o 212 ψψπ =o

)),(),,(( 1111 YTψφ ),,(( 22 ψφ
)),( 22 YT

Remark 3.2. For a locally convex topological vector 
space X, AF (X) is the Banach subspace of affine 
functions in C (X). (S,X) is called affine if S and X are 
convex subsets of locally convex topological vector 
spaces such that    and  are affine maps. 
An affine homomorphism is a homomorphism  of 
affine transformation semigroups such that 

,sλ ,sλ& sρ xρ&
),( ψφ

φ  and ψ  
are affine maps. We call the pair ))(),((),( XS CCHF ⊆  
of translation invariant conjugate-closed Banach spaces, 
left (resp. right) admissible if the inclusions  

and  (resp.  and ) hold for 

all means 

FF ⊆μT

FH ⊆ηT& FF ⊆μU HH ⊆μU&

μ  on F and η  on H . In this case,  
is a right (resp. left) topological affine transformation 
semigroup (each endowed with its weak* topology), 

)( ∗∗ H,F

))(),(( HF MM  is a compact right (resp. left) 
topological affine sub-transformation semigroup of 

 and ),( ∗∗ H,F )))(()),((( XcoSco δε  is a dense 
semitopological affine sub-transformation semigroup of 
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))(),(( HF MM , and  is a 
continuous homomorphism. 

))(),((),(:),( HF MMXS →δε

A right (resp. left) topological affine compac-
tification of (S,X) is a pair , where (T,Y) 
is a compact Hausdorff right (resp. left) topological 
affine transformation semigroup and 

)),(),,(( YTψφ

→),(:),( XSψφ  
 is a continuous homomorphism such that 

 is a dense semitopological affine 
sub-transformation semigroup of (T,Y). 

),( YT
)))(()),((( XcoSco ψφ

Homomorphisms, isomorphisms, and extensions of 
right (resp. left) topological affine compactifications are 
defined similar to non-affine case, with the additional 
requirement that these are affine mappings. 

Similar to the non-affine case, it can be shown that if 
 is a right (resp. left) topological affine 

compactification of (S,X), then the pair  
 is a left (resp. right) admissible pair of 

Banach spaces for (S,X). Conversely, if (F,H ) is a left 
(resp. right) admissible pair of Banach spaces for (S,X), 
then there exists a unique up to isomorphism) right 
(resp. left) topological affine compactification  

)),(),,(( YTψφ
),(( TAF∗φ

))(YAF∗ψ

),,(( ψφ
))(),((),,((:)),( HF MMYT δε=  of (S,X) such that 
, denoted by  

. A universal P-affine compactification of 
(S,X) is a P-affine compactification that is an extension 
of every P-affine compactification of (S,X). 

)())(),(( HF,AFAF =∗∗ YT ψφ ),,(( δε
)),( HF aXaS

 
4. Function Spaces and Universal 

Compactifications 
For a semitopological (S,X) we define, 

fXfX SL:)({)( &CAP ∈=  is norm relatively compact 
in , )}(XC

fXfX SL:)({)( &CWAP ∈=  is weakly relatively com-
pact in , )}(XC

)(:L)({)( XSfsXfX s CCLC →→∈= &  is norm con-
tinuous}, 

)(:R)({)( SXfxXfX x CCRC →→∈= &  is norm con-
tinuous}, 

)(:L)({)( XSfsXfX s CCWLC →→∈= & is

-continuous}, 

),(( XCσ

))( ∗XC

)(:R)({)( SXfxXfX x CCWRC →→∈= & is

-continuous}, 

),(( SCσ

))( ∗SC

)(:L)({)( XSfsXfX s CCLMC →→∈= & is

-continuous}, 

),(( XCσ

)Xβ

)(:R)({)( SXfxXfX x CCRMC →→∈= & is

-continuous}. 

),(( SCσ

)Sβ
Clearly   

 and 
),()( XX WAPAP ⊆ ⊆⊆ )()( XX WLCLC

)(XLMC ).()()( XXX RMCWRCRC ⊆⊆  The in-
clusions )()()( XXX RCLCAP ∩⊆  and  ⊆)(XWAP

)()( XX WRCWLC ∩  follow from part (i) of the follo-
wing proposition. 

Proposition 4.1. (i) For each  (resp. 

), the maps  (resp. 

) and  (resp. ) 
are weakly (resp. norm)-continuous. 

)(Xf WAP∈

)(XAP )(:L XSfs s WAP→→ &

)(XAP )(:R SXfx x WAP→→ & )(SAP

(ii) If (S,X) is a compact semitopological (resp. 
topological) transformation semigroup, then for each 

,  and  are weakly 
(resp. norm)-compact, and so  (resp. 

)= . 

)(Xf C∈ )(L XfS C⊆& )(R SfX C⊆&

)(XWAP
)(XAP )(XC

Proof. (i) We consider the WAP - case only. Since the 
map  is obviously pointwise-

continuous and  is weakly relatively compact, the 
weak topology and the pointwise topology coincide on 

; hence,  must be norm continuous. The 
proof for the right translation case is similar (use 
Theorem 4.2(ii)). 

)(:L XSfs s C→→ &

fLS
&

fSL& fs sL&→

(ii) Note that the maps  and  are 
weakly (resp. norm) continuous by [2; A.9] (resp. [2; 
B.3]). 

fs sL&→ fx xR&→

The following gives some characterizations of the 
desired function spaces, and has a standard proof similar 
to the semigroup case (see [2; chapter 4]). 

Proposition 4.2. Let (S,X) be semitopological and 
. )(Xf C∈

(i) The following statements are equivalent. 
(a) )(Xf AP∈ . 

(b)  is norm relatively compact in . fXR& )(SC
(c) For each 0>ε , there is a finite  such that SK ⊆

 { } ).(:LLmin SsKtff ts ∈<∈− ε&&  

(d) For each 0>ε , there is a finite  such that XF ⊆

 { } ).(:RRmin XxFyff yx ∈<∈− ε&&  

(ii) The following statements are equivalent. 
(a) . )(Xf WAP∈

(b)  is weakly relatively compact. fXR&

(c)  is fSL& )),(( XX βσ C  relatively compact. 

(d)  is  relatively compact. fXR& )),(( SS βσ C
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(e)  =∞→∞→ )(limlim nmnm xsf
)(limlim nmmn xsf∞→∞→  when and  

are sequences such that all the limits exist. 
Ssm ⊆}{ Xxm ⊆}{

(iii) The following statements are equivalent. 
(a)  (resp. ). )(Xf LC∈ )(XRC

(b)  (resp. ) is equicontinuous on S (resp. 
X). 

fXR& fSL&

(c)  (resp. ) is equicontinuous on S 
(resp. X). 

fco XR& fco SL&

(iv) The following statements are equivalent. 
(a)  (resp. ). )(Xf LMC∈ )(XWLC

(b)  (resp. ) is pointwise-relatively 
compact in  

fXR& fco XR&

).(SC

(c)  for all )(T Sf C∈η
& Xβη∈  (resp. ). ))(( XM C

(v) The following statements are equivalent. 
(a)  (resp. )(Xf RMC∈ )(XWRC ). 

(b)  (resp. ) is pointwise relatively com-
pact in  

fSL& fco SL&

).(XC

(c)  for all )(U Xf C∈μ
& Sβμ∈  (resp. ). ))(( SM C

The following theorem is proved in [4]. 
 

Theorem 4.3. Let (S,X) be semitopological. Let  
 and )(SCF ⊆ )(XCH ⊆  be translation invariant 

conjugate-closed Banach subspaces, containing the 
constant functions, and let  for all FH ⊆xR& Xx∈ . Let 

 and  denote the closed unit balls of 1B 1B& ∗F  and , 
respectively. Then for any 

∗H
H∈h  the following hold. 

(i) , if and only if, for each  and 

, , ,  

)(Xh WAP∈ ∗∈Fμ
∗∈Hη F∈hηT& H∈hμU& )U()T( hh μη ημ && =

(ii)  is in , if and only if, the 

complex-valued function  is weak* 

continuous on . 

)(Xh WAP∈ )(XAP

)T(),( hημημ &→

11 B&×B
 

Theorem 4.4. Let (S,X) be a semitopological trans-
formation semigroup, then 

(i) ))(),(( XS LMCLMC  (resp. ) 
is the largest left (resp. right) m-admissible pair of C*-
algebras, 

))(),(( XS RMCRMC

(ii)  (resp. ) 
is the largest left (resp. right) admissible pair of Banach 
spaces, 

))(),(( XS WLCWLC ))(),(( XS WRCWRC

(iii)  (resp. ) is a left 
(resp. right) admissible pair of C*-algebras, 

))(),(( XS LCLC ))(),(( XS RCRC

(iv)  is the largest admissible 
pair of C*-algebras for which the equalities 

))(),(( XS WAPWAP
νμμν ∗=  

and  hold for all , , ημημ ∗= &. ∗∈Fνμ, ∗∈Hη
(v)  is the largest admissible pair of 

C*-algebras, in , for which the 

maps  and  
 are weak*-continuous for all pairs of norm-

bounded sets . 

))(),(( XS APAP
))(),(( XS WAPWAP

∗→×→ FBB:),( μννμ →×→ B:.),( &Bημημ
∗H

),()B,( ∗∗⊆ HF&B

Proof. By Proposition 4.2(iv) and (v), we have 

))},((:))((T{)( 1 XMSX CCWLC ∈∩= − ηη
&  

},:))((T{)( 1 XSX βηη ∈∩= − CLMC &  

))},((:))((U{)( 1 SMXX CCWRC ∈∩= − μμ
&  

}.:))((U{)( 1 SXX βμμ ∈∩= − CRMC &  

Since  and  are bounded linear operators, it 

follows that , 
ηT& μU&

)(XLMC )(XRMC ,  and 
 are closed linear subspaces of 

)(XWLC
)(XWRC )(XC . Clearly, 

these function spaces contain the constant functions and 
it is easy to see that they are conjugate-closed and 
translation invariant. Also,  and )(XLMC )(XRMC  are 

algebras, since  and  are multiplicative for ηT& μU&

Sβμ∈  and Xβη∈ . Hence,  and )(XLMC )(XRMC  
are C*-subalgebras of )(XC . 

Now, for Sβμ∈  and Xβη∈  we define a functional 

ημ.  on  by . Then )(XLMC )T()(. ff ημημ &= ημ.  is 

well-defined, and . Hence, ))((. XMM LMC∈ημ ημ.  
extends to a member of Xβ . Denoting this extension 
also by ημ. , we have 

).,),((T)T( . XSXfffT βηβμημημ ∈∈∈= LMC&&  

Thus,  for all )())((T SX LMCLMC ⊆η
& Xβη∈ . This 

together with [2; 4.5.2], imply that ))(),(( XS LMCLMC  
is left m-admissible. A similar argument shows that 

 is left admissible. (iii) has a 
routine proof. (iv) and (v) follows essentially from 
Theorem 4.3 (for more details, see [4]).□ 

))(),(( XS WLCWLC

The proof of the following proposition is routine. 
 

Proposition 4.5. Let  be a 
continuous homomorphism of semitopological trans-
formation semigroups. Then for H = AP, WAP, LC, RC, 
WLC, WRC, LMC, or RMC, 

),(),(:),( YTXS →ψφ

)())(( XY HH ⊆∗ψ  

where  denotes the dual map. In )()(: XY CC →∗ψ
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particular if (S,X) is a sub-transformation semigroup of 
(T,Y) then )()( XY X HH ⊆ . 

We say a compactification or affine compactification 
 of  has the joint continuity 

property if the actions of S on T and on Y, i.e., the maps 
)),(),,(( YTψφ ),( XS

YYSysysTTStsts →×→→×→ :)(),(,:)(),( φφ  

are (jointly) continuous. 

Theorem 4.6. For a semitopological (S,X), the 
following statements hold. 

(i)  (resp.  
) is the universal semitopological (resp. topo-

logical) compactification of (S,X). 

),(),,(( WAPWAP XSδε ,(),,(( APSδε
))APX

(ii)  (resp.  
) is the universal right (resp. left) topological 

compactification of (S,X), 

),(),,(( LMCLMC XSδε ,(),,(( RMCSδε
))RMCX

(iii)  (resp. ) is 
the right (resp. left) topological compactification of 
(S,X) that is universal with respect to the joint continuity 
property, 

),(),,(( LCLC XSδε )),(),,(( RCRC XSδε

(iv)  (resp.  
) is the universal semitopological (resp. topo-

logical) affine compactification of (S,X), 

),(),,(( WAPWAP aXaSδε ,(),,(( APaSδε
))APaX

(v)  (resp.  
) is the universal right (resp. left) topological 

affine compactification of (S,X), 

),(),,(( WLCWLC aXaSδε ,(),,(( WRCaSδε
))WRCaX

(vi)  (resp.  
) is the right (resp. left) topological affine 

compactification of (S,X) that is universal with respect 
to the joint continuity property. 

),(),,(( LCLC aXaSδε ,(),,(( RCaSδε
))RCaX

Proof. (i) By Theorem 3.1(i) and Theorem 4.4(iv), 
  is a semitopological 

compactification of (S,X). If 
),,(( δε ),( WAPWAP XS

)),(),,(( YTψφ  is another 
such compactification then, by Proposition 4.1(ii), 

),(())(),(( TYT WAPCC =  . Hence, by 
Proposition 4.5,  

. Thus, by Theorem 
3.1(ii),  is an extension of  

. The proof for AP is similar. 

))(YWAP

)),((( TC∗φ
))(),(()))(( XSY WAPWAPC ⊆∗ψ

),(),,(( WAPWAP XSδε ),,(( ψφ
)),( YT

(ii) By Theorem 3.1(i) and Theorem 4.4(i),  
 is a right topological compactification of 

(S,X). If 

),,(( δε
),( LMCLMC XS

)),(),,(( YTψφ  is another such compactification 
then ))(),(())(),(( YTYT LMCLMCCC = . Hence, by 
Proposition 4.5,  

. Thus, by Theorem 3.1(ii),  

 is an extension of 

),(()))(()),((( SYT LMCCC ⊆∗∗ ψφ
))(XLMC ,(),,(( LMCSδε

))LMCX )),(),,(( YTψφ . The proof 
for RMC is similar. 

(iii) To prove that  has the joint 
continuity property, by [2; 4.4.4], it suffices to show 
that the map  is 
continuous for each . Since  

, for  and  we have 

 and 

)),(),,(( LCLC XSδε

CXSsgs →×→ LC:)).((),( ηεη
)( LCXCg∈ ∈= )(: gf δ

)(XLC Sss ∈0, LCX∈0, ηη

)L()).(( fsg s
&ηηε =

,)L)((LL)L)((

)LL().(()).((

000

0

00

00

ffff

ffsgsg

ssss

ss

&&&&

&&

ηηηη

ηηεηε

−+−≤−

+−≤−
 

which shows  is continuous at  )).((),( ηεη sgs → ).,( 00 ηs
Now if )),(),,(( YTψφ  is any right topological 

compactification of (S,X) with the joint continuity 
property then, by [2;B.3], for any  the map )(Yh C∈ →s  

 is norm-continuous, and since )(:L )( YShs C→φ
&

hhhh tsts )()( LL)(L)(L ψψψψ &&&& −=− ∗∗ , 

we see that  Therefore,  
, which by Theorem 3.1(ii),  

is an extension of 

).()( Xh LC∈∗ψ ⊆∗ ))(( YCψ
)(XLC )),(),,(( LCLC XSδε

)),(),,(( YTψφ . The proof for RC is 
similar. 

(iv), (v), and (vi) are affine cases of (i), (ii), and (iii), 
respectively, which have similar proofs.□ 
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